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Development of Individuality in Children’s
Handwriting

ABSTRACT: Handwriting of children in early grades is studied from the viewpoint of quantitatively measuring the development of hand-

writing individuality. Handwriting samples of children, in grades 2–4, writing a paragraph of text in both handprinted and cursive, collected
over a period of 3 years, were analyzed using two different approaches: (i) characteristics of the word “and” and (ii) entire paragraphs using an
automated system. In the first approach, word characteristics were analyzed using statistical measures. In the second approach, pairs of paragraphs were compared. Both types of analysis, single word and complete writing, led to the same conclusions: (i) handwriting of each child
remains relatively similar when handwriting has been just learnt and becomes markedly different from grades 3 to 4 and (ii) handwriting of different children becomes progressively more different from grades 2 to 4. The results provide strong support that handwriting becomes more
individualistic with child development.
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Forensic handwriting identification rests on the identifiability
premises: No two individuals have been shown to share the
same combination of individualizing characteristics, and no one
person writes the same way twice due to natural variation (1–3).
Statistical support for identifiability has been developed in the
past using two types of data: (i) random samples from a population representative of the United States (4) and (ii) samples from
twins to take the genetic factor into account (5).
Both previous approaches have a bias which we attempt to
address in the study reported here. General population across the
United States consists of people from different school systems or
even different cultures. Therefore, they may learn how to write
by different ways of teaching, or they may just learn to write in
different writing systems. So, there is a large variation between
their handwritings. Similarly, as for twin population, it is difficult to collect enough number of pairs of the twins in the same
age range. So, a dataset of twins has wide variation in age. This
study takes a third approach using samples from the population,
who are in the same age and taught in the same way.
This study focuses on analysis over time, specifically children’s handwriting as they develop their writing skills during
early grades. Because the task of writer identification is based
on the assumption of individuality of handwriting, it is important
to be aware of how individual handwriting characteristics
develop, given that students are taught to write in the same way
beginning in primary school. Students are taught handprinting in
kindergarten and cursive writing in second grade in a particular
style, known as a writing system, for example, D’Nealian and
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Zaner-Bloser. by copying letter and number formations from a
copy book or from an instructional banner posted in their classroom. The writing system determines the class characteristics
(properties common to a group) of all the students. Over time,
with continued instruction and practice, each student’s writing
skills increase as well their confidence; they will stop copying
the letters and numbers and instead will begin writing from
memory. It is at this point that students are believed to begin
developing their individual characteristics (unique to individual)
(6).
This research uses extended handprinted and cursive writing
samples from the same students over a 3-year span. The students, who attended four schools in the same school district in
Minnesota, were instructed using the Zaner-Bloser system. An
example of the writing is shown in Fig. 1.
The first year writings were collected from students attending
grades 2–4 (school year 2011–12), the second year, from the
same students, attending grades 3–5 (2012–2013) and the third
year, while attending grades 4–6 (2013–2014). Questions this
project aims to answer are as follows: (i) at what ages do individual handwriting characteristics begin to develop; (ii) at what
rate do these individual handwriting characteristics develop; (iii)
what are the most common (less unique) individual characteristics that develop, and (iv) what are the least common individual
(more unique) individual characteristics that develop.
We took two different approaches in analyzing the handwriting samples. In the first approach, the distribution of the characteristics of a single word and was studied. The word, which was
written multiple times, was extracted from all the writing samples, and the samples were assigned characteristic values by
human FDEs using a truthing tool. The resulting data were analyzed first by constructing probabilistic graphical models (7),
from which information theoretic measures were computed to
determine the range of variations (8,9). In the second, the entire
sample of writing, rather than a single word, was examined by
1
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FIG. 1––Handwriting samples for a child: (a) handprinted in grade 2, (b) handprinted in grade 3, (c) cursive in grade 3, (d) handprinted in grade 4, and (e)
cursive in grade 4.

the use of an automated system for handwriting comparison,
known as CEDAR-FOX (5).

Samples of handwritten and by children of grade 2, 3, and 4
and their respective feature values are shown in Fig. 4.

Approach 1

Information Theoretic Measures

The students wrote a paragraph four times each year; twice in
cursive writing and twice handprinted. The paragraph consisted
of the following text, consisting of seven sentences: The brown
fox went into the barn where he saw the black dog. After a second, the black dog saw the fox too. The brown fox was fast and
quick. The black dog was not fast and he lost the fox. The fox hid
in a hole and waited for the black dog to go home. After the
black dog went home, the fox was able to go to the hole he called
home and saw all the other foxes. The other foxes were glad to
see him and they all asked him to tell them about his day.
All the writing samples were collected using the same forms
to control variation due to document size and/or format. All students received the same instructions, as each of the teachers read
the same instruction paragraph prior to collecting the writing
samples. This process was repeated each year.
The word and appears five times in the paragraph. This datagathering process produced an average of 5–10 samples of the
word per student in handprinted and in cursive (except for second graders) to be analyzed using a truthing tool, which assigns
numbers to the subcategories involved with the 12 individual
handwriting characteristics (7). The word and is one of few
words that children write over and over during their early writings and have therefore began to develop individual handwriting
characteristics rather than words that are not written often.

In studying the differences between populations of different
grades, a statistical measure, relative entropy (K–L divergence),
becomes useful. It measures the change in disorder between two
populations. Given a vector x of discrete characteristics, and distributions p(x) and q(x), relative entropy is represented as:

Handwriting Characteristics
FDEs assign different characteristics to handwriting manually,
depending on whether the writing is cursive or handprinted. The
Zaner-Bloser Copy Book Handwriting Style (10), (see Fig. 2), is
the handprinting/handwriting copy book style being taught in
elementary schools in Minnesota to introduce children to writing.
A handwritten letter, or a combination of letters such as the
word and, can be represented by a set of D characteristics,
X = {Xi}, i = 1,..,D where characteristic Xi takes one of di discrete values. The characteristics assigned to our dataset of children’s handwriting are represented in Fig. 3.

KLðp jj qÞ ¼

X

pðxÞðln pðxÞ  ln qðxÞÞ

x

where ln represents natural logarithm and the summation is over
D
Q
all
di values of x, KL (p||q) represents information lost in nats
i¼1

(or in bits if logarithm has base 2) when q is used to represent p.
As we do not have the distributions but have samples {x1,..,
xN}, the sampling version of relative entropy is as follows:
KLðpjjqÞ ¼

N
1X
ðln pðxi Þ  ln qðxi ÞÞ
N i¼1

The sampling version still needs distributions for computing
K–L divergence. For this, we constructed Bayesian networks for
each of the two distributions using a Bayesian network structure
learning algorithm (9).
The relative entropies between different grades for handprinted
and cursive handwriting datasets are shown in Table 1. Here, it
is seen that the relative entropy between grade 2 (G2) to grade 3
(G3) is smaller than the relative entropy between grade 2 (G2)
and grade 4 (G4). This reflects the development of individuality
as the grades progress.
Conclusion for Approach 1
The extent of change between grades is measured by relative
entropy: The relative entropy of handprinted writing between
grades 2 and 3 is smaller than the relative entropy between
grades 3 and 4, and grades 2 and 4.
A somewhat similar effect is seen with the mean of each distribution: (i) The mean for handprinted writing is closer to the
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FIG. 2––Zaner-Bloser copy book style for word and: (a) handprinted and (b) cursive.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3––Twelve characteristics of and together with their possible values: (a) handprinted and (b) cursive.
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FIG. 4––Samples of handwritten and together with feature values assigned by FDEs: (a) cursive grade 3, student ID: AlK2021WA11-12, features: 1, 2, 1, 1,
2, 1, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, (b) cursive grade 4, student ID: EmR2020Ll11-12, features: 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 0, (c) handprinted grade 2, student ID:
AlA2022RO11-12, features: 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 3, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, (d) handprinted grade 3, student ID: EmL2021Za11-12, features: 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0,
and (e) handprinted grade 4, student ID: AnL2020Fe11-12, features: 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0.
TABLE 1––Differences (KL values) of “and” characteristics of students in
different grade pairs.
Grade Pair

Handprinted

Cursive

KL(G3||G2)
KL(G4||G3)
KL(G4||G2)

0.32
0.41
0.64

–
0.68
–

TABLE 2––Numbers of full-page samples from each year, school, and writing type (handprinted/cursive).
School
Grade (Year)

Type

A

B

C

D

Total

G2 (2011–2012)

N2h
N2c
N3h
N3c
N4h
N4c

57
0
57
40
47
40

87
0
87
59
73
59

73
0
73
50
54
50

149
0
149
114
122
114

366
0
366
263
296
263

G3 (2012–2013)

ideal (Zaner-Bloser) in grade 3 compared to grade 2, but moves
further away for grade 4. However, the mean for cursive writing
is closer to the ideal (Zaner-Bloser) for grade 4 compared to
grade 3—which may not be as significant as the increase in
entropy.
Approach 2
The automated analysis setup is described by the flowchart
in Fig. 5. This analysis focused on handprinted and cursive
samples from children in grade 2 during 2011–2012, and from
the same children in grades 3 and 4 in the years 2012–2013
and 2013–2014. Table 2 shows the number of samples used.
The schools are coded as follows: A = Liberty Ridge,
B = Middleton, C = Red Rock, and D = Wildwood. Nih and
Nic are the numbers of handprinted and cursive writing samples in grade 1.
Handwriting samples were scanned as grayscale images in
PNG format. There are three types of noise: printed instructions
at the top, black vertical line in the left most part, and the
dashed lines and solid lines crossing the letters, whose presence
can influence accuracy of automatic comparison. So preprocessing is needed before comparison as shown in Fig. 6(a), which is
the resulting image of Fig. 1(a).

FIG. 5––Automated comparison overview.

G4 (2013–2014)

Nih = No. of handprinted samples from grade i.
Nic = No. of cursive samples from grade i.

First, the source image was cropped to eliminate instructions
and vertical lines. After converting the input to a black and
white reversed binary image, dashed lines can be easily removed
by comparing the length with a threshold. Because dashed lines
are built up by small connected parts, they can be removed
while preserving handwriting strokes. Solid lines are removed
with the help of a mask to preserve the intersection parts
between the lines and handwritings. After multiplied by a predetermined weaken rate, the binary image is compressed vertically
to build a mask, in which the intersection parts are intensified.
Then, the means of each row are deducted from the pixel values.
Therefore, when the mask is stretched back to its original size,
the intersection parts’ information can still be preserved. So,
when the weakened binary image is multiplied by the mask, and
converted to binary image again using a restoration threshold,
the solid lines can be removed while keeping strokes integral.
This method can get good results if the images are scanned in
upright direction. However, the lines in the scanned images are
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FIG. 6––Line removal with different parameter settings: (a) processed image, (b) #batch = 10, (c) #batch = 20, (d) #batch = 40, and (e) #batch = 80.

not perfectly horizontal, instead have a tiny slope. Thus, a line
removal parameter, number of batches, is introduced. The column vectors of the binary image are first separated evenly into a
certain number of batches, so that lines can be regarded as horizontal in each batch. Then, the batches are processed one by one
to remove the lines (11).
The parameter, #batch, can influence the degree of line
removal. Figure 6(b–e) illustrates the results with different values of #batch. With #batch = 10, some relatively long segments
near the edge are not removed. With #batch = 20, there are only
few noticeable line segments left. When #batch = 40, very few
short lines can be found near the edge. With #batch = 80, solid
lines and dash lines crossing the words are completely removed,
but some other lines are removed incorrectly. This is because
when batch number is small, we separate a relatively large number of columns into one batch, so we may mistakenly determine
a short line as strokes. While when batch number is large, relatively small number of columns is assigned to one batch, so
some long horizontal strokes, like the horizontal line of letter t,
may be regarded as lines instead of strokes. It was concluded
that removing less leads to segments still left. Removing too
much leads to lines being removed incorrectly, for example, horizontal line of letter t, and continuous strokes becoming disconnected. So, we chose 20 or 40 for 8-bit images, and 10 for 16bit images. Additionally, line removal was improved in the conversion to binary image part considering that the source images
were in two formats: 8 bit and 16 bit.
Log-Likelihood Ratio Calculation
For performing comparisons of writing samples, we used the
CEDAR-FOX software system (5). The indexed input images
were first mapped with a transcript, containing the paragraph

which children were asked to copy. Then, based on the recognized characteristics, the system computes three types of features
vectors, macrofeatures, microfeatures, and style features, to
determine the strength of whether the two inputs are written by
the same writer or not, which is measured by log-likelihood ratio
(LLR). Examples of macrofeatures are grayscale entropy, slant,
and height. Microfeatures represent handwriting characteristics
such as stroke and structure, and style features come from pairs
of letters, known as bigrams.
The dissimilarity of the two input images is measured by the
distance between their feature vectors, which is computed by
“Correlation” measure:
DðX; Y Þ ¼

1
S11 S00  S10 S01
 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 2 ðS10 þ S11 ÞðS01 þ S00 ÞðS11 þ S01 ÞðS00 þ S10 Þ

where Sij ði; j 2 f0:1gÞ represents the number of matches of i in
vector X and j in Y. The distance data are represented by Gaussian and Gamma distributions, and parameters are estimated by
maximum-likelihood estimation method and stored in the software system. Then, the likelihood of same writer Ls and the likelihood of different writer Ld can be expressed as:
Ls ¼

c YY
Y
i¼1

Ld ¼

j

c YY
Y
i¼1

j

ps ðdi ðj; k ÞÞ

k

pd ðdi ðj; k ÞÞ

k

where c is the number of writing elements, di(j, k) is the distance
between the j th element ei appearing in the first document and
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the k th ei in the second, and ps and pd are the probability density functions of distances for same writer and different writer,
respectively. Then, the log-likelihood ratio is given by the software as:
LLR ¼

c XX
X
i¼1

j

½ln ps ðdi ðj; k ÞÞ  ln pd ðdi ðj; k ÞÞ

TABLE 4––Results of comparing different children full-page samples in
same grade (LLR values).
School
Grade Gdi

LLR

Gd2

N2h
lh2
rh2
N3h
lh3
rh3
N3c
lc3
rc3
N4h
lh4
rh4
N4c
lc4
rc4

k

Therefore, a positive LLR means the likelihood ratio is larger
than 1, so it is indicative of the same writer, while a negative
LLR refers that the likelihood ratio is less than 1, which means
the two inputs are from different writers. When LLR is close to
zero, it means the answer is ambiguous (5).

Gd3

Results

Gd4

Two types of comparisons were made: (ii) samples collected
in two consecutive years by the same children and (ii) samples
from different children in the same grade. The numbers of comh
c
for handprinted samples and Ni;j
for curparisons made were Ni;j
h
h
h
c
sive samples, where Ni;j ¼ minfNi ; Nj g and Ni;j ¼ minfNic ; Njc g.
A total of 2755 comparisons were made: 1974 of them for handprinted writing, and 781 for cursive writing. The mean and standard deviation of the computed LLRs are shown as Tables 3
and 4, where Table 3 is the results of comparing same child in
different grades and Table 4 is for comparing different children
in the same grade.
Figure 7 graphically illustrates the means and standard deviations for each comparison type: Means are represented as crosses
and standard deviations as vertical lines. Figure 7(a) is from
comparing the same children’s handprinted writing in two consecutive years: The vertical lines are for comparisons between
grade 2 and grade 3, grade 3 and grade 4, and grade 2 and grade
4. Figure 7(b) also refers to the comparisons between the same
TABLE 3––Results of comparing same child full-page samples in different
grades (LLR values).
School
Grade pair
Gs2;3

Gs3;4

Gs2;4

Gsi;j

LLR

A

B

C

D

Total

h
N2;3
h
l2;3
rh2;3
h
N3;4
h
l3;4
rh3;4
c
N3;4
c
l3;4
rc3;4
h
N2;4
lh2;4
rh2;4

57
9.66
95.66
47
87.69
140.32
40
72.89
104.24
47
161.17
107.17

87
4.08
93.50
73
109.48
113.67
59
59.35
45.51
73
121.15
101.85

73
2.87
101.69
54
83.85
219.60
50
33.04
49.64
54
171.50
136.79

149
31.13
75.89
122
142.50
99.04
114
51.39
53.95
122
153.57
92.07

366
15.85
89.42
296
115.05
140.15
263
52.85
62.54
296
150.45
107.15

Gsi;j = Comparison of same child in grades i and j.
h
Ni;j
= No. of comparisons of handprinted samples between grades i, j.
c
Ni;j
= No. of comparisons of cursive samples between grades i, j.
lhi;j = Mean of LLR from comparing handprinted samples of grades i, j.
lci;j = Mean of LLR from comparing cursive samples of grades i, j.
rhi;j = Std. deviation of LLR from comparing handprinted samples of
grades i, j.
rci;j = Std. deviation of LLR from comparing cursive samples of grades i, j.

A

B

C

D

Total

56
63.31
90.26
56
75.46
79.64
39
68.81
36.70
46
201.43
260.73
39
238.89
92.76

86
42.50
56.51
86
57.57
83.70
58
47.20
34.81
72
184.35
177.86
58
165.74
125.95

72
52.16
60.31
72
55.47
81.84
49
19.30
30.00
53
217.05
241.85
49
95.40
142.84

148
67.08
51.10
148
124.22
87.90
113
47.07
30.25
121
310.28
176.15
113
164.68
104.19

362
57.69
62.24
362
87.17
89.85
259
45.12
35.28
292
245.16
211.20
259
162.98
122.56

Gdi = Comparison of different children in grade i.
lhi = Mean of LLR from comparing handprinted samples of grades i.
lci = Mean of LLR from comparing cursive samples of grades i.
rhi = Std. deviation of LLR from comparing handprinted samples of
grades i.
rci = Std. deviation of LLR from comparing cursive samples of grades i.

children but wrote in cursive style. Figure 7(c) and (d) illustrate
the results for comparing two images from two different children
in the same grade. For handprinted, results for grade 2, grade 3,
and grade 4 are shown in Fig. 7(c). While for cursive, Fig. 7(d)
shows the results from children in grade 3 and the results when
they moved up to grade 4.
An example of handwriting for the same child MAA2022VA
in different years is shown in Fig. 8: (a) is from grade 2 in
2011–2012, (b) is from the same child in grade 3 in 2012–2013,
and (c) is from the third year. Comparing images from grades 2
and 3, LLR=51.71, and between grades 3 and 4,
LLR = 105.15. Another example of comparisons between different children in the same grade is illustrated in Fig. 9. The
three pairs of images are from the same two children,
HUA2022CH and IAC2022SA, in grades 2–4, respectively.
Comparing each pair, we get low LLR values of 18.64,
101.99, and 178.74, which are smaller with each higher
grade.
To determine statistical significance, we use the chi-squared
goodness-of-fit test, to compare different distributions (12). The
data are divided into bins, which have at least 5 elements in
each of them. Then, the test statistic is calculated as follows:
v2 ¼

k
X

ðOi  Ei Þ2 =Ei

i¼1

where k is the number of bins, Oi and Ei are the frequency count
for the ith bin of the two distributions. The test statistic follows a
chi-squared distribution. Therefore, the null hypothesis that the
two distributions are consistent is rejected if the calculated test
statistic v2 is larger than the chi-squared critical value, which
can be determined in a chi-squared distribution table with k  1
degrees of freedom and signigicance level a.
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(b)
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7

FIG. 7––Distributions of LLRs: (a) same child from different grades in handprinted, (b) same child from different grades in cursive, (c) different children in
grades 2–4 in handprinted, and (d) different children in grades 3–4 in cursive.

FIG. 8––Handprinted samples for the same child in three grades: (a) grade 2 in 2011–2012, (b) grade 3 in 2012–2013, and (c) grade 4 in 2013–2014.
Between grades 2–3, LLR = 51.71 indicating high similarity, while between grade 3–4 and 2–4, LLR = 105.15 and 148.05 indicating less similarity.

We used the chi-squared goodness-of-fit test for three kinds of
comparisons of LLR values: (i) between different grades’ handprinted results, (ii) between different grades’ cursive results, and
(iii) between the two kinds of writing styles in the same grade.
Through the test, we get the test statistic for the null hypothesis
H0 = same distribution, as shown in Table 5. According to the
chi-squared distribution table with a = 0.05, the null hypothesis
of same distribution is rejected. Thus, we conclude that all of
the compared result distributions are statistically different.

The results for different schools are also tabulated. Comparison of the same child’s handwriting in two consecutive years is
shown in Table 3. The average LLR between grades 2 and 3 for
handprinted writing is 15.85 showing some change, but
between grades 3 and 4, it is 115.05 indicating a much more
marked difference. As for cursive writing between grade 3 and
grade 4, the average LLR value is 52.85. LLR values when
different grade 2 children are compared are summarized in
Table 4. The mean of 57.69 is much larger than the mean of
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FIG. 9––Handprinted samples of two different children: (a, b) in grade 2 with LLR = 18.64, (c, d) in grade 3 with LLR = 101.99, and (e, f) in grade 4
with LLR = 178.74.
TABLE 5––Results of chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests for H0 = same
distribution.
v2
Between different pairs of comparisons for handprinted
sh
561.42
Gsh
2;3 versus G3;4
sh
Gsh
versus
G
85.75
3;4
2;4
dh
Gdh
128.89
2 versus G3
dh
802.13
Gdh
3 versus G4
Between different pairs of comparisons for cursive
dc
1.30e+03
Gdc
3 versus G4
Between handprint and cursive of the same pair of comparisons
sc
1.38e+03
Gsh
3;4 versus G3;4
dc
Gdh
versus
G
2.08e+03
3
4
dc
Gdh
565.86
4 versus G4
Gsh
i;j
Gsc
i;j
Gdh
i
Gdc
i

Reject H0 ?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

= Comparison of handprinted of same child for grade i and j.
= Comparison of cursive of same child for grade i and j.
= Comparison of handprinted of different children for grade i.
= Comparison of cursive of different children for grade i.

15.85 in Table 3 for grade pair 2 and 3, implying that different
children in the same grade write more differently from each
other when compared to the same child in different grades.
Table 4 also summarizes comparisons between pairs of different children in grades 3 and 4. The mean values of 87.17 and
245.16 for handprinted writing, and 45.12 and 162.98 for
cursive writing, indicate that children write more differently as
they grow up. Consistently, in Fig. 7(a), the cross on the second
vertical line is lower than the one on its left. This shows that
when comparing handprinted writings from the same child in
different years, the mean LLR of grades 3 to 4 has a larger absolute value than the mean LLR of grades 2 to 3. This also indicates children change their handwriting to a larger degree from
grade 3 to 4 than from grade 2 to 3. The crosses in Fig. 7(c)
and Fig. 7(d) refer to the means for different children. Observing

the three crosses in Fig. 7(c), which are for handprinted writings
in grades 2, 3, and 4, or the two in Fig. 7(d), which are for cursive writings in grade 3 and 4, we see that both are progressively lower.
The standard deviations, which represent the amount of variation of the data from its average, are also interesting to observe.
They are tabulated as well as indicated by the lengths of the vertical lines in Fig. 7. For the comparisons of the same child, the
degree of dispersion is more when children move from grade 3
to 4 than from grade 2 to 3. For the comparisons between different children, dispersion is more for higher grades.
Conclusion for Approach 2
We compared both handprinted and cursive handwriting samples of children progressing from grades 2 to 4. We considered the
entire writing sample image as input and compared it another writing image thereby yielding an LLR value for each comparison.
The distribution of LLR values for each pair of grades was compared to the distribution for another pair of grades using the chisquared goodness-of-fit test and found to be different. Analysis of
the mean and variance of LLRs between writing samples of different children indicates higher differences as grades progress.
Discussion
We have presented two temporal analyses of handwriting of
children as they progressed from grade 2 to 4. The first analysis
was of characteristics of the frequently occurring word and. The
characteristics, which were specified by FDEs, were 12 in number with each characteristic taking one of several discrete values
for a given writer. Probability distributions of the characteristics
for each grade were compared, using relative entropy, to determine how the populations changed over the years. As measured
by relative entropy, there was a smaller difference between
grades 2 and 3 than between grades 3 and 4.

SRIHARI ET AL.

The second analysis was based on a paragraph of text (seven
sentences). The handwritten paragraphs were scanned and used
in an automated system, which can obtain a score, log-likelihood
ratio (LLR), between a pair of handwriting samples. As measured by LLR, there was a smaller difference between grades 2
and 3 than between grades 3 and 4..
Both types of analyses came to the same conclusion: As children move to higher grades, differences in writing styles
increase. This provides another justification for handwriting individuality, that handwriting becomes more individualistic with
age even when children are taught with the same writing style.
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